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Talk About Love
The Scene Aesthetic

I ve taken the tabs from edibleunicorns@gmail.com (which were perfect) and
applied it to 
the chords and lyrics.

Remember, half step down tuning

Chords:
   E5  E5/B  Asus2* C#m7 Asus2 Bsus2 C#sus2
e|--0----0-----0------0----0-----0------0---------------|
B|--0----0-----0------0----0-----0------0---------------|
G|--9----9-----9------9----2-----4------6---------------|
D|--9----9-----9------9----2-----4------6---------------|
A|--7----x-----0------x----0-----2------2---------------|
E|-------7------------9---------------------------------|

Additionally, in the second E5/B in each verse you can drop the 9 to an 8  on
the G 
string half way through your strumming to sound more like the song.

--------------------------------------------------------

Verse 1:

            E5
You mean so much to me,
E5/B
And I can t explain,
Asus2*                      E5/B
This death grip that you ve got me in,
      E5                 E5/B
And I know you re struggling,
             Asus2*   E5/B
But it ll be fine.

      E5          E5/B
And I find it easier to sleep,
       Asus2*             E5/B
When I know you re laying next to me,
   E5               E5/B
So being about your warmth,
            Asus2*    E5/B
It calms my mind.

Pre-chorus:

A             B
Don t you understand,



        Asus2    C#m7      E5/B
What it takes to be your friend?
                 A
I wish you could see,
                     B
What you re doing to me.

Chorus:

       E
Yeah, you,
                 Asus2
You talk about love,
                 Bsus2
We re falling so far,
                 C#sus2     Bsus2           Asus2
From all of the people that should mean the most,
                Bsus2
But I won t say goodbye.
      E
And you,
               Asus2
You talk about life,
               Bsus2
That won t compromise,
              C#sus2
Your popular chances,
      Bsus2         Asus2
Start changing your life.
                               (Quickly) C#sus2 Bsus2 Asus2
This is your moment to throw it away

It s never too late to start over again.

Interlude: E5 E5/B Asus2* E5/B

Verse 2:

            E5              E5/B
You look so cute without your makeup on,
     Asus2*            E5/B
And I love how you are never wrong,
        E5              E5/B
But you never show your strengths,
           Asus2*              E5/B
You re too scared of what they ll think.

E5                   E5/B
Listen up, I m gonna tell you what I m gonna do,
Asus2*                       E5/B
You re kinda nervous and you think they ve got it up for you,
E5          E5/B
Pack your bags, let s run away,



                  Asus2*     E5/B
And we ll make sure each day counts.

Pre-chorus:

A              B
Don t you understand,
        Asus2*            C#m7
What it takes to be your friend?
   E5/B          A
I wish you could see,
                    B
What you re doing to me

Chorus:

       E
Yeah, you,
                 Asus2
You talk about love,
                 Bsus2
We re falling so far,
                 C#sus2     Bsus2           Asus2
From all of the people that should mean the most,
                Bsus2
But I won t say goodbye.
      E
And you,
               Asus2
You talk about life,
               Bsus2
That won t compromise,
              C#sus2
Your popular chances,
      Bsus2         Asus2
Start changing your life.
                               (Quickly) C#sus2 Bsus2 Asus2
This is your moment to throw it away

It s never too late to start over again.

Bridge:

C#m7                     Bsus2
I m just looking for the chance to go and make this right
Asus2                    E
So send your signal in the air, bring me home tonight.

C#m7                     Bsus2
I m just looking for the chance to go and make this right
Asus2                    E
So send your signal in the air, bring me home tonight.



C#m7                     Bsus2
I m just looking for the chance to go and make this right
Asus2                    E
So send your signal in the air, bring me home tonight.

C#m7                     Bsus2
I m just looking for the chance to go and make this right
Asus2                    E
So send your signal in the air, bring me home tonight.

Pre-chorus:

A              B
Don t you understand,
        Asus2*            C#m7
What it takes to be your friend?
   E5/B          A
I wish you could see,
                    B
What you re doing to me

Chorus:

       E
Yeah, you,
                 Asus2
You talk about love,
                 Bsus2
We re falling so far,
                 C#sus2     Bsus2           Asus2
From all of the people that should mean the most,
            Bsus2
But I won t say goodbye.
      E
And you,
               Asus2
You talk about life,
               Bsus2
That won t compromise,
              C#sus2
Your popular chances,
      Bsus2         Asus2
Start changing your life.
                               (Quickly) C#sus2 Bsus2 Asus2 Bsus2
This is your moment to throw it away
                                  (Quickly) C#sus2 Bsus2 
Asus2 Bsus2
It s never too late to start over again.

Finish on E

---------------


